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1. INTRODUCTION
A. Floer [13] presented a promising approach to axiomatize SO(3) instanton homology. In
that paper he used the surgery triangle exact sequence, the &&excision axiom’’, and normaliz-
ations on S3 and S1]„2 (which is similar to the &&dimension axiom’’ in usual homology
theory) to obtain the characterization of SO (3) instanton homology. Braam and Donaldson
[4] stated Floer’s characterization (i.e., the axiom of SO(3) Floer homology) as a conjecture,
since they thought that &&the proof is not quite complete, although the result is very likely
true’’ (see [4] for more discussions). In [13], the &&excision axiom’’ (also be called the
KuK nneth formula in [4]) is one of essential tools in determining the uniqueness of the SO(3)
Floer homology functor. It is also one of the reasons why we consider a complete version of
the KuK nneth formula (see Section 2.2.3).
Floer outlined a proof of the &&excision axiom’’, which were completed by Braam and
Donaldson [4]. They give an elegant proof using the cobordism functor property and the
relative Donaldson invariant via a cut and paste procedure. The torsion elements are
ignored in their formula. Actually, Braam and Donaldson [4] (also in [3]) have indicated
that one would have a more complicated result, involving Tor using the KuK nneth theorem
for the SO (3) Floer homology of a tensor product while one works with the integral
coe$cients. It may be possible to extend their method over the integral case. But at the
moment, it is not clear how to determine the missing torsion from their approach, which do
exist in Floer homology (see [19]). Nevertheless, in this paper, we give a di!erent (analytic)
proof of the KuK nneth formula for integral coe$cients and SO(3) #at connections, rather
than for rational coe$cients in [4]. Our approach is quite di!erent from that of [4] and
more direct to understanding the chain complex and the boundary map. The essential torus
in the discussion plays a fundamental role in forming a tensor product of the Floer chain
complexes and in identifying the boundary map from the boundary map of each side (see
Section 3). Proposition 3.20 plays a pivotal role which gives the precise information in the
algebraic exact sequence in Theorem 2.5. Our map with rational coe$cients is chain
homotopic to the map de"ned by Braam and Donaldson [4]. Then our proof of the
KuK nneth formula falls into the algebraic argument. This can also be viewed as a kind of
Eilenberg}Zilber theorem for the SO(3) Floer homology (see Section 3.4).
In order to characterize the SO(3) Floer homology, one has to take the torsion elements
into consideration. Therefore it is important to understand the KuK nneth formula for
integral coe$cients. Our KuK nneth formula for SO (3) Floer homology is one of axioms
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which Floer [13], Braam and Donaldson [4] formulated. Although the new functors
corresponding to di!erent coe$cients do not distinguish between 3-manifolds which are
not already distinguished by the integral Floer homology functor, it is important to
consider them, as it frequently happens that the most natural functor (in the usual
homology theory) in a given geometrical meaning is determined by the problem itself and
need not be in the integral homology theory. We also give a universal coe$cient theorem
for the SO(3) Floer homology, which is quite easy from the algebraic point of view. The
torsion elements and Floer homology with di!erent coe$cients are interesting in their own
right in homology theory [19].
In Section 2 we review the de"nition and properties of the SO (3) Floer homology. The
proof of KuK nneth formula for the SO(3) Floer homology is in Section 3. Some easy
corollaries are also stated. The main di$culty in proving the formula is the analysis for
deforming an almost instanton A, where A is constructed from the gluing process. The
technique developed in [18] requires to shrink the gluing region inside a small geodesic ball
in order to control the curvature of A and the smallest eigenvalue of d‘
A
operator. Such
a technique cannot be applied in the present situation since the essential torus carries
a nontrivial homology class. Dostoglou and Salamon [9] used the stretching method for
mapping torus with polynomially weighted (from conformal factors) Sobolev space setting.
For the analysis of anti-self-dual connections, it is convenient to work with exponentially
weighted Sobolev space (Section 3.2.1) which shares the Sobolev embedding theorem,
HoK lder inequality, etc (cf. [20, 21, 23, 24]). Considering the stretching along the essential
torus, we obtain the uniformly bounded right inverse of d‘
A
throughout parametric method
in the weighted Sobolev space (Section 3.3.2). Once the self-dual curvature F‘
A
can be
estimated su$ciently small, we can apply the inverse function theorem to deform the almost
instanton A to be a true instanton. Hence, we study the "nite energy balanced instanton
over „2]R
‘
]R with (s, t)3R
‘
]R, by the uniform convergence in t as sPR. The
compactness of the moduli space follows from a similar argument in [9]. By analyzing the
pure point spectrum of the Dirac operator induced from the self-duality operator, we obtain
an exponential estimate for the sup-norm of the curvature F
A
over „2]MsN]MtN in Section
3.2.2. The analysis of no loss energy is needed to get the complete proof of the gluing and
splitting for the moduli space of instantons as stretching the length of the long tube (Section
3.3.3). Our method here may be useful to some general cases, like the Heegaard splitting for
an integral homology three sphere. We will discuss this issue elsewhere.
2. SO (3) FLOER HOMOLOGY FOR ADMISSIBLE 3-MANIFOLDS
2.1. Definition of the SO(3) Floer homology
Let > be an oriented closed 3-manifold (not necessarily and integral homology 3-
sphere), and let PP> be a principal SO(3) bundle with w
2
(P)O0. P is called admissible if
> is an oriented closed integral homology 3-sphere or if P is free of S1 #at connections.
There are several equivalent ways to view that P is admissible from Lemma 1.1 in [4, Part
II]. One of ways is that w
2
(P)O0 as a map from H
2
(>, Z) to Z
2
. Denote the Sobolev
‚p
k
space of connections on P by A
Y
(P). It has a natural a$ne structure with underlying
vector space )1 (>, ad P) where adP is the adjoint bundle.
The space A
Y
(P) is acted upon by a special gauge group which can be identi"ed as
follows. Let G"Aut (P)"‚p
k‘1
()0 (>, adP)) be the usual gauge group with k#1’3/p.
Let g be a map from G to H1(>, Z
2
), de"ned by assigning an element g3G to the
obstruction to the homotopy g to Id over the 1-skeleton>(1). Let G
0
"ker g be the set of all
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gauge transformations which are homotopic to one of the local transformations which map
the exterior of a "xed 3-ball B3L> to identity:
1PG
0
PGPg H1(>, Z
2
)P1.
We take G
0
as the (restricted) gauge group and form the quotient space of G
0
-equivalence
classes B
0
(PD
Y
)"A
Y
(P)/G
0
. There is an action of H1 (>, Z
2
) on B
0
(PD
Y
) with quotient the
usual orbit spaceB
Y
(P)"A
Y
(P)/G. In other words,B
0
(PD
Y
) is a "nite covering space of the
usual gauge equivalence classes of connections on PP> with covering group H1(>, Z
2
)
(see [4]).
Note that the centralizer in SO(3) of the holonomy group of a connection is isomorphic
to the stabilizer of the connection in G. For any S1 #at connection, its stabilizer consists of
rotations around a "xed axis in R3, and associated to it is an O(2) subgroup. The stabilizers
in G can occur nontrivially even for admissible P, but they are only "nite groups for SO(3)
case. After choosing an integral lift of w
2
(P), we can "x a; (2) bundle E over> and uniquely
lift connections from PD
Y
to E, where the central part is prescribed. Now g3G "xing this
central part is an element in G
0
, and the action of tensoring E with #at line bundle with
holonomy in Z
2
coincides with the action of H1(>, Z
2
). If P is admissible and A is
a nontrivial #at connection on P, then the stabilizer !
A
WG
0
in G
0
must be trivial. This is one
of the reasons we need to work on B
0
(PD
Y
) and the special gauge group G
0
.
The space B
0
(PD
Y
) has a H1(>, Z
2
)-equivariant structure of a Banach manifold with
„
a
B
0
(PD
Y
),Ma3‚p
k
()1 (>, ad P)) Dd*
a
a"0N,
where d*
a
is the ‚2-adjoint of d
a
(covariant derivative on sections of adP) with respect to
a "xed metric on >. Note that in this case B
Y
(P) forms an orbifold, not a smooth Banach
manifold due to the (possible) "nite stabilizer groups in G. The integral f
a
(a)":
Y
tr(F
a
?a)
for (a, a) in the tangent space ofA
Y
(P) de"nes a canonical 1-form onA
Y
(P), which is closed
by virtue of the Bianchi identity. Note that f is the exterior derivative of the Chern}Simons
functional (see [1])
cs (a)"1
2 P
Y
trAa?da#
2
3
a?a?aB.
The Chern}Simons functional plays the role of a Morse function in de"ning the SO(3) Floer
homology on B
0
(PD
Y
).
The critical set of cs is the set of #at connections which we denote by
R
P
(>)"Ma3B
0
(PD
Y
) : F
a
"0N.
It is well-known that the #at connection is locally trivial, and globally is determined by its
holonomy representation from n
1
(>) to SO(3). We will use the identi"cation between #at
connections and their holonomy representations throughout this paper. It will be no
confusion from the context. Given any metric on >, the Hodge star operator applied to the
curvature F
a
gives a vector "eld f (a)"wF
a
3‚p
k~1
()1(>, adP)). A representation
a3R
p
(>) is called nondegenerate if the twisted cohomology H1(>; ad a) vanishes.
Let c"Mc
i
D i"1, 2,2, mN be a "nite set of smoothly embedded loops in >. It de"nes
a family of holonomy maps
ch :B0 (PDY)PS; (2)m/ad S;(2).
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Fix a smooth function h :S; (2)m/ad S; (2)PR. An admissible function hc on B0(PDY) is
de"ned by
hc"P
D2
h (ch(a)) dh2
where :
D2
dh2"1. A perturbation of f is a section of f @
a
"f
a
#grad(hc(a)) with hc admissible
function on B
0
(PD
Y
) (see [4, 12, 27]).
De"ne the weighted Sobolev space ‚p
k,d
on sections m of a bundle over >]R to be the
space of m for which ed ) m is in ‚pk , where ed (y, t)"ed
DtD for DtD*1. For any d*0 and any
SO(3) anti-self-dual connection A on the bundle over >]R, the anti-self-duality operator
d*
A
= d‘
A
:‚p
k‘1,d()
1(>]R, ad P))P‚p
k,d (()
0=)2
‘
)(>]R, adP))
is Fredholm. We call A regular if d*
A
= d‘
A
is surjective and we callM
Y]R
(the moduli space
of perturbed anti-self-dual connections with "nite energy) regular if it contains only orbits
of regular A’s.
PROPOSITION 2.1 (C. Taubes). (1) „here exist admissible functions such that the perturba-
tion of f has isolated, ,nite, and nondegenerated zeros.
(A. Floer) (2) ‚etM
Y]R
be the perturbed anti-self-dual connections with ,nite energy. „he
,nite energy condition forces elements ofM
Y]R
to converge to zeros of f @ on the ends of>]R.
„he set of all perturbations of which M
Y]R
is regular is of Baire1s ,rst category (see
Proposition 1.5 in [27] and Proposition 2c.1, 2c.2 in [12]).
We still use the notation R
P
(>) for the zeros of f @. Note that the relevant analysis was
mainly exploited by Taubes in [27]. If the Chern}Simons cs is not a &&Morse function’’, so
one can deform the section f to a nearby f @ such that the corresponding deformed
Chern}Simons is a &&Morse function’’ and its gradient #ows become the deformed anti-self-
connections, see [12]. For the rest of this paper, we assume that the Chern}Simons
functional has been so perturbed.
For a pair of nondegenerate critical points a and b of cs, we de"ne the relative index
k (a)!k (b),Index(d*
A
= d‘
A
)(a, b) (mod8)
where A is any family of connections Ma(t)N3B(P) over > with a(#R)"b, and
a(!R)"aa/a. The spectral #ow is SF(a, b)"Index(d*A = d‘A ) (a, b) mod 2p1(A) (see
[1, 5, 7, 12, 27]). The Index(d*
A
= d‘
A
) (a, b) is given by
Index(d*
A
= d‘
A
)(a, b)"!2 P
Y]R
p
1
(A)!hb#ob(0)
2
#!ha#oa(0)
2
, (1)
where p
1
(A) is the Pontryagin form, ha is the sum of the dimensions of Hi (>, ad a), i"0, 1,
and oa(0) is the o invariant of the signature operator *da!da* over > restricted to even
forms (see [1, 7, 10]). Floer’s chain group C
j
(>) is de"ned to be the free module generated by
a3R
P
(>) with relative grading k (a)!k (a
0
),j (mod8) for some "xed a
0
. The group
H1 (>, Z
2
) acts on MC
j
(>)N and if an element acts freely one gets an induced isomorphism
h : HF
*
PHF
*‘d
, the degree d"4 can be determined in [4] Proposition 1.13 or see similar
argument in Section 2.1.2. Hence, the induced involution h gives a more natural grading for
nontrivial SO(3) bundle admissible case. In the following, we will write the Floer homology
of (>, P) as HF
*
(>, P) for the corresponding Z
4
-graded groups.
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Let M1
Y]R
(a, b) be the union of one-dimensional components of M
Y]R
(a, b). Then the
moduli spaceM1
Y]R
(a, b) has a canonical orientation together with a proper, free R action
induced by the translation action on >]R. Then M1
Y]R
(a, b)/R"MK (a, b) is a compact-
oriented, 0 dimensional manifold, i.e. a "nite collection of signed points. The (di!erential)
Floer boundary map L :C
j
(>)PC
j~1
(>) of Floer’s chain complex is de"ned by
La" +
b|Cj~1(Y)
dMK (a, b)b
where k(a)!k(a
0
),j (mod4). L2"0 follows in exactly the same manner as the S;(2)
Floer homology for integral homology 3-spheres (see [12]). Hence, MC
j
(>), LN
j |Z4
is a Z
4
graded chain complex. The homology of this complex is the SO (3) Floer homology, denoted
by HF
j
(>, P), j3Z
4
. It is independent of the choice of metrics on > and of regular
perturbations (see [7, 12, 13]).
2.1.1. Reducible yat connections. For the S;(2) Floer homology of homology 3-spheres,
the trivial connection is the only reducible #at connection. For a general 3-manifold one
would like to avoid dealing with the di$culty related with reducible #at connections. This is
the reason why we choose a SO (3) bundle with w
2
(P)O0. There are various methods to
understand the reducible #at connections in order to de"ne a Floer homology for a general
3-manifolds [28], for rational homology 3-spheres [2] and to relate it with Casson}
Walker’s invariant [16].
2.1.2. Grading. In the SO(3) Floer homology there is no trivial connection, thus every
irreducible representation has only relative index unless a particular generator’s grading is
"xed. In the S; (2) case one can use the trivial connection and a "xed tangent vector to the
trivial connection to "x k (h)"0, where h is the trivial connection. The mod 4 or mod
8 relative grading comes from the ambiguity of Index(d*
A
= d~
A
) (a, a). Let A be a connection
on the pullback bundle n*(P) from >][0, 1]P> with AD
t/0
"AD
t~1
"a. There are
DH1 (>, Z
2
)D ways to choose bundle automorphisms to close up P][0, 1] into P]S1 over
>]S1, where DS D denotes the cardinality of a set S. Then the bundle n* (P) will have one of
many possible wJ
2
’s, where wJ
2
is an integral class in H2 (>, Z) lifted from w
2
. For a SO(3)
bundle over a 4-manifold, we have a relation between "rst Pontrjagin class and an integral
lifted class wJ
2
: p
1
,wJ 2
2
(mod4). An easy calculation leads to the signature p (>]S1)"0 and
p
1
,0 (mod2). So
SF(a, a)"IndD
A
(a, a)"!2p
1
!3
2
(s#p) (>]S1)"!2p
1
,0 (mod4),
we have the Z
4
grading for the SO(3) Floer homology of (>, P). If H1(>, Z
2
)"0 for
a homology 3-sphere >, then there is a unique way to form the bundle over >]S1 so that
p
1
,w2
2
,0 (mod4), therefore one has IndexD
A
(a, a)"!2p
1
,0 (mod8).
2.1.3. Orientation. The orientation of the moduli space follows from a global property of
the operator family d*
A
= d‘
A
overB
Y]R
(a, b). Since the gauge group contains only the S;(2)
gauge transformations, the orientability follows from the same argument as in the Proposi-
tion 3.20 and Corollary 3.22 in [6].
2.2. Properties of the SO(3) Floer homology
The usual homology theory can be described by certain functors from, a topological
category to an algebraic category satisfying Eilenberg}Steenrod axioms. The calculations
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rely on long exact sequences, Mayer}Vietoris principle, KuK nneth formula, and spectral
sequences, etc. In Floer homology theory similar properties are also available. We will state
(a) the functorial property, (b) a long exact sequence and (c) the KuK nneth formula for integer
coe$cients.
2.2.1. Functorial property
De,nition 2.2. SO
3
[3] is the category whose objects are P, > with PP> a principal
SO(3) bundle over a closed, oriented 3-manifold >, and whose morphisms are
(PM , X :>P>@, g
X
), where PM is a principal SO(3) bundle over an oriented four-dimensional
cobordism X between > and >@ with an integral lift of w
2
(PM ) to H2(X, Z) satisfying
w
2
(PM ) D
Y
"w
2
(PD
Y
), and w
2
(PM ) D
Y{
"w
2
(P@)D
Y{
, and g
X
:>X!>@PLX gives an oriented
isomorphism identi"cation.
Remark. (1) In the S;(2) case we take all the oriented cobordisms between >
0
and >
1
(for >
i
, i"0, 1, a homology 3-sphere). In the SO(3) case we only take a subcategory of
oriented cobordisms between > and >@ to avoid the nontrivial reducible #at connections.
(2) The objects of this category SO
3
[3] can be either trivial SO(3) bundles over
integral homology 3-spheres or nontrivial SO (3) bundles (w
2
(P)O0) for closed oriented
3-manifolds.
PROPOSITION 2.3. For an oriented cobordism X :>
0
P>
1
in SO
3
[3] de,ne
X
*
:C
*
(>
0
, P
0
)PC
*
(>
1
, P
1
)
by
X
*
(a)" +
k (a)~k(b)/$%’X
dM0
X
(a, b)SbT
where dM0
X
(a, b) is the dimension zero part of the moduli space of (perturbed) solutions, to the
anti-self-dual equations on X with ,nite energy on the ends, dM0
X
(a, b) is the number of
solutions counted with signs.
(i) „he degree of the cobordism is given by degX"3(b‘
2
(X)!b
1
(X)) (mod4), where
b‘
2
(X) is the half of the sum of b
2
(X) and the signature of X.
(ii) L
Y1
X
*
"X
*
L
Y0
; so X
*
is a chain map and induces the Floer homology homomorphism,
still denoted by X
*
:HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
)PHF
*
(>
1
, P
1
).
(iii) X
*
is a homomorphism satisfying the composition law:
(X
0
X
1
)
*
"(X
0
)
*
) (X
1
)
*
,
for morphisms X
0
, X
1
in the category SO
3
[3].
(iv) If X is a product cobordism (i.e. the identity element in morphisms of SO
3
[3]), then
X
*
"Id (see [4,7,12, 13]).
Note that HF
*
is a covariant functor between the category SO
3
[3] and the Z
4
-graded
abelian group category by (ii)}(iv).
2.2.2. Floer exact triangle. Let > be a homology 3-sphere, and KL> be a knot. Let>0 be
a 0-surgery on K (a homology S2]S1) and >~1 be a !1 surgery on K (again a homology
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3-sphere). There are cobordisms X
~1
from >~1 to >0 with nontrivial SO(3) bundle, X
0
from > to >~1 with trivial SO(3) bundle, and X
1
from >0 to > with nontrivial SO(3)
bundle. Note that the nontrivial SO(3) bundles over X$1
become trivial SO (3) bundles
when restricted to >~1 and >. Then there is a long exact sequence
2PHF
*
(>0)PHF
*
(>)PHF
*
(>~1)PHF
*~1
(>0)P2
where the maps are induced from the surgery cobordisms X
~1
, X
0
, X
1
(see [4, 11, 13]).
Fintushel and Stern made a brilliant use of the above long exact sequence in [11] to
compute Donaldson invariants.
2.2.3. KuK nneth formula (Excision axiom). Let >
i
, i"0, 1, be a 3-manifold with embedded
torus „
i
L>
i
which de"ne a nontrivial homology class. Fix a di!eomorphism between „
0
and „
1
, let > be the 3-manifold obtained by cutting open >
i
along „
i
and gluing together
the resulting boundary components in the pairs, in a way determined by the orientations of
>
0
, >
1
. There is a standard cobordism < from the disjoint union >
0
o>
1
to >.
THEOREM 2.4 (Floer [13]; Braam and Donaldson [4]). (i) ‚et P
i
P>
i
be a ;(2) bundle
with c
1
(P
i
D
Ti
)O0 (mod2). „here is a bundle over < which extends P
0
oP
1
over >
0
o>
1
and
P over > such that for rational coe.cients Q, the induced homomorphism from <
<
*
: HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
; Q)?HF
*
(>
1
, P
1
; Q)PHF
*
(>, P; Q)
is an isomorphism. „he;(2) Floer homology is Z
8
graded and the chain complex is generated
by projective ; (2) -at connections on P
i
and P, h is an involution on HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
; Q)?
HF
*
(>
1
, P
1
; Q) (see [4, Section 3.2]).
(ii) ‚et P
i
P>
i
be a SO (3) bundle with w
2
(P
i
D
Ti
)O0. „hen the cobordism < induces an
isomorphism on the Z
4
graded Floer homology with rational coe.cients:
<
*
:HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
; Q)?HF
*
(>
1
, P
1
; Q):HF
*
(>, P; Q).
Recall that our notation HF
*
(>, P) for the admissible SO (3) bundle case stands for
HF
*
(>)/h in [4]. Our main goal in this paper is to prove the KuK nneth formula for the
integral coe$cients:
THEOREM 2.5. ‚et (P
i
, >
i
) be objects in SO
3
[3] where both>
0
and>
1
contain the essential
torus „2 (i.e. w
2
(P
i
D
T2
)O0). ‚et >
f
"(>
0
CN („2
0
))X (>
1
CN(„2
1
)) be the 3-manifold resulting
from the gluing of>
0
,>
1
along „2 by an orientation preserving di+eomorphism f3Di+‘ („2),
where N („2) is a tubular neighborhood of „2
i
in >
i
. „he bundle P
f
"P
0
d
T2
P
1
is an SO(3)
bundle clutching over „2, and (P
f
, >
f
) is again an object in SO
3
[3]. „hen for f3Di+‘ („2),
there is a short exact sequence
0P =
i‘j,n (.0$4)
HF
i
(>
0
, P
0
; Z)?HF
j
(>
1
, P
1
; Z)PHF
n
(>
f
, P
f
; Z)
P =
i‘j,n (.0$4)
„or (HF
i
(>
0
, P
0
; Z), HF
j~1
(>
1
, P
1
; Z))P0
for n3Z
4
. „his short exact sequence is also split.
Note that if [ f ]"[g]3n
0
(Di+‘ („2))"Di+‘ („2)/Di+‘
0
(„2), then the resulting mani-
folds >
f
and >
g
are di!eomorphic, hence they have the same Floer homology. In fact, the
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Floer homology of the resulting manifold is independent of f ’s. This will not be the case for
non-essential tori since the character variety consists of all reducible representations. The
di!erent orientation preserving di!eomorphisms lead to di!erent graph three manifolds
which may have di!erent spectral #ows (relative Floer gradings) and instanton homologies
(cf. [15]).
COROLLARY 2.6. For the same conditions as in „heorem 2.5, we have the following
isomorphism (F is a ,eld of coe.cients):
HF
*
(>
f
, P
f
; F):HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
; F)?HF
*
(>
1
, P
1
; F).
3. PROOF OF THE KUG NNETH FORMULA FOR THE SO(3) FLOER HOMOLOGY
3.1. Basic constructions
Through this subsection, we will consider (P, >), an object in SO
3
[3] with a particular
property: > contains a torus „2"S1]S1 with "xed embedding i :„2)>, and
w
2
(i*(P))"i*(w
2
(P))O0, i.e. the induced homomorphism i* : H2 (>; Z
2
)PH2 („2; Z
2
) is
onto. Such objects form a subset of objects in SO
3
[3], denoted by C. Let (P
i
, >
i
) be an
element in C for i"0, 1. Then we have (P
f
, >
f
)3SO
3
[3], where P
f
"P
0
d
T2,f
P
1
,
>
f
">
0
d
T2,f
>
1
for f3Di+‘ („2).
3.1.1. Generators for the SO(3) Floer Chain Complex C
*
(Y
f
, P
f
). As we have seen in Section
2, the SO (3) Floer chain groups are the free abelian groups generated by R
P
(> ). In general
the representation space R
P
(> ) is a real algebraic variety with complicated singularities.
A representation of n
1
(> ) into SO(3) may have "ve di!erent types of singularity, due to "ve
possible proper subgroups M1N, Z
2
, Z
2
]Z
2
, SO(2), O(2) that might be the stabilizer of the
representation. Under the assumption w
2
(P)O0, any nontrivial #at connection in B
0
(P
Y
)
corresponds to an irreducible SO(3) representation, i.e. none of these "ve abelian repres-
entations of n
1
(> ) can occur.
It is well-known fact that the character variety of „2 decomposes into two connected
components (cf. [14]). The reducible representation component s
0
(„2 ) is homeomorphic to
„2/$1, and the irreducible representation component is a single point, denoted by o. The
class w
2
O0 and the special guage groupG
0
distinguish components. For the essential torus
R*
P
(„2) corresponds to exactly one isolated point component in the character variety of „2.
Hence, we haveR
Pf
(>
f
)"R
P0
(>
0
)]oRP1(>1) (two irreducible SO (3) #at connections agree
on „2, see also remarks in [4, Section 3.2]), so the generators for the SO(3) Floer chain
group of (>
f
, P
f
) are the set of points Ma
0
do a1 : ai3RPi(>i )N. The chain group C* (>f , Pf) is
the tensor product of C
*
(>
i
, P
i
), i"0, 1, as an abelian group. The discussion of spectral
#ow and Floer boundary map below will show that such a tensor product is the tensor
product of two chain complexes C
*
(>
0
, P
0
) and C
*
(>
1
, P
1
).
3.1.2. Spectral yow on Y
f
"Y
0
d
T2,f
>
1
. Now we need to determine the relative grading for
generators. There are several ways to get a formula for spectral #ow on >
f
. In general, the
formula is stated as follows:
k (a
0
do a1 )!k (b0 do b1)"Mk (a0)!k (b0)N#Mk (a1 )!k (b1)N#dk
where dk is the discrepancy in additivity of the spectral #ow. The additivity of the spectral
#ow in our situation (dk"0), comes from a unique gluing parameter on the essential torus
„2 for o.
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Let us review the general setting and state a decomposition theorem for the spectral #ow
in [5]. Let >(r)">
0
X(&][!r, r])X>
1
. Note that > is a manifold with a 1-parameter
family of metrics (the parameter is r) which give Riemannian manifolds M>(r), r’0N with
isometric embeddings of >
0
, >
1
in > (r) as well as an isometric embedding of &][!r, r]
such that &]M!rN is identi"ed with the boundary of>
0
while &]MrN is identi"ed with that
of >
1
. Let E (r) be a module for the Cli!ord algebra generated by „*>(r) over > (r) with
E(r) D&][!r, r]"E D&][!r, r] where & is a compact Riemann surface. A family of "rst-order,
self-adjoint, elliptic operators D
t
(r) is given by
D
t
(r) : ! (E(r))P! (E (r)), p 3A
L
Ls
#DK
tB on &][!r, r],
where p is the Cli!ord multiplication by ds, DK
t
is independent of s, and s is the variable in
[!r, r]. Note that D
t
(r) is parameterized by t, a point in [0, 1] as well as the parameter r.
Denote
>
0
(r)">
0
X(&][0, r]), >
1
(r)">
1
X(&][!r, 0]).
Assume that DK
t
is a "rst-order self-adjoint elliptic operator on !(E D&). It follows from [5]
that p*"!p, pDK
t
"!DK
t
p, and Ma, bN"(a, p 3b)& gives a skew symmetric pairing on the
smooth sections ! (E D& ) and hence an induced symplectic structure on Ht"kerDK t . Let
P
t
($) denote the ‚2 closure of, respectively, the span of positive and negative eigenvectors
of DK
t
. Then for the Lagrangian subspaces ‚
t
($) in H
t
, there are self-adjoint Fredholm
operators
D
t
($; r): ‚2
1
(E$(r), Pt
($)=‚
t
($))P‚2 (E$).
THEOREM 3.1 (Cappell et al. [5, II]). Assume that (i) MH
t
N
0)t)1
form a smooth symplectic
vector bundle over [0, 1], (ii) M‚
t
($)N
0)t)1
form ‚agrangian subbundles, (iii) the ‚2 solution
space ker D
t
($)"0, at t"0, 1 and ‚
t
(#)W‚
t
(!)"0, at t"0, 1. „hen for r large enough
we have
SF (D
t
D
Y(r)
D0)t)1)"SF(D
t
(#; r) D
Y0(r)
D0)t)1)#SF(D
t
(!; r) D
Y1(r)
D0)t)1)
#MasM(‚
t
(#),‚
t
(!)) D0)t)1N
where MasM(‚
t
(#), ‚
t
(!)) D0)t)1N is the so called Maslov index, i.e. the number of generic
points of t for which ‚
t
(#)W‚
t
(!)O0, counted with sign and multiplicity.
We are going to apply Theorem 3.1 to our special case which leads to the addition
formula for the spectral #ow on >
f
.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For >(r, f )">
0
d
T2]*~r, r+,f
>
1
, and a
i
, b
i
both nondegenerate, irredu-
cible representations of n
1
(>
i
), i"0, 1, we have for r large enough
SF(a
0
do a1, b0dob1 )"SF (a0, b0)#SF (a1, b1 ).
Proof. The result simply follows if we apply Theorem 3.1 to the Dirac operator
D
at
:)1=)0(> (r), adP)P)1=)0 (>(r), ad P)
with
D
at
(w
1
, w
0
)"( * datw1!datw0 ,!d*atw1)
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and &"„2. Note that restriction to „2gives the irreducible representation o, then DK
t
"DK o
and
kerDK o"Ht"H0(„2, ado) =H1(„2, ado )"M0N,
where H0 („2, ado)"0 (irreducibility) and H1(„2, ad o)"0 (isolated point). Thus no
extended ‚2 solutions give the zero Maslov index. Hence the result follows. K
Since the Mayer}Vietoris sequence
0PH0(„2, ado)PH1a0doa1 (>, ad SO(3))
PH1a0 (>0, ad SO(3))= H1a1 (>1, ad SO(3))PH1(„2, ado)P0
shows that ha
0
doa1
"ha0#ha1 (dimH0(„2, ado)"0, dimH1 („2, ado)"0 and h0a0"h0a1"
h0a
0
doa1
"0), we can give an alternative proof of the Proposition 3.2 from formula (1). The
rho invariant can be computed by
oa
0
doa1
(>
f
)!oa
0
doa1
(>
0
Z>
1
)"3 signX!signa
0
doa1
X,
where X is built by attaching handles to (>
0
Z>
1
)]M1N in (>
0
Z>
1
)][0, 1] (cf. Section 3 in
[15] and [4, p. 7]). The calculations signa
0
doa1
X"0 (from the Mayer}Vietoris sequence)
and signX"0 (from the Wall’s formula) can also be found in [15].
PROPOSITION 3.3 For an irreducible representation a
i
3R
Pi
(>
i
), we have
(1) ha
0
doa1
"ha0#ha1 on >f .
(2) oa
0
doa1
(>
f
)"oa0(>0)#oa1(>1).
So the additivity of the spectral #ow follows from Proposition 3.3 and the formula (1).
By the de"nition of Floer boundary map, the only relevant trajectories are those that lie in
a one dimensional component M1
Yf]R
(a
0
do a1, b0dob1 ). By Proposition 3.2,
1"SF(a
0
do a1, b0dob1 )"SF(a0, b0)#SF(a1, b1).
Then the moduli spaces M
Yi]R
(a
i
, b
i
), i"0, 1, have dimension 0 or 1. The boundary
operator will be computed once we understand the moduli spaces obtained by gluing
a one-dimensional moduli space on one side >
i
]R of >
f
]R to a zero-dimensional moduli
space (i.e. a constant #at connection which o can extend) on the other side.
3.2. Basic estimates on Yf
3.2.1. Smallest eigenvalue. Let E be a SO(3) principal bundle over>]R with a translation-
ally invariant metric and a metric-preserving connection. Then we de"ne the weighted
Sobolev space ‚P
k,d on sections m of E to be the space of m for which ed ) m is in ‚Pk , where ed is
de"ned in Section 2.1. To de"ne Banach manifolds B
0
(a, b) of paths connecting a and b in
B
0
(P D
Y
), choose any smooth representatives of a, b3A
Y
and a connection C on >]R
which coincides with a for t)!1 and with b for t*1. Then
Ad(a, b)"C#‚p1,d ()1ad (>]R))
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is an a$ne space. Note that the space B
0
(a, b) depends on the homotopy class of the path
C of connections between a and b. The corresponding gauge group is
Gd"Mg3‚p2,loc(>]R, S;(2)) Dthere exists „’0,
m3‚p
2,d ()0ad(>]R)) such that g"exp m for Dt D*„N. (2)
We need the condition p’2 to construct the orbit space B
Y]R
"A1,pd /(G2,pd WG0).
Let d
A
denote the covariant derivative corresponding to the connection A and
let d*d
A
"e~1
2d d*Ae2d be the adjoint of dA with respect to the ‚20,d-norm. Floer has proved
the following in [12]. (The essentially identical result was proved "rst by Taubes in
[26, Section 4]).
If d’0 is smaller than the smallest nonzero absolute value of an eigenvalue of DK
a
or DK
b
,
then for any anti-self-dual connection A3B
0
(a, b) the anti-self-duality operator
Dd
A
"d*d
A
= d‘
A
:‚p
1,d)1ad (>]R)P‚p0,d ()0ad =)2ad,‘ )@(>]R)
is Fredholm. Furthermore, Dd
A
"L/Lt#DK d
at
where
DK d
at
"A *
d
a
!d*
a
!d
a
d B
is self adjoint on )1
ad
(> )= )0
ad
(> ) and * is the Hodge operator on the 3-manifold>. If both
a and b are irreducible nondegenerate #at connections, then one can take d"0.
In the SO(3) Floer homology, all representations are irreducible and nondegenerate
(cf. Section 2). Hence one may choose d"0, but we will keep the weight for our analysis
which will be useful for more general situation. We can choose d to be in [0, minMj
0
/2, c/3N]
(see Proposition 3.1.1 in [18]; [23, 26]). Therefore we have the following estimate for the
smallest eigenvalue of Dd
A
.
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose dimM
Yi]R
(a, b) 1. „hen for each p*2 there exists a positive
constant C
p
(independent of A
i
) such that for all A
i
3M"!-
Yi]R
(a, b), and u
i
3‚P
0,d ()2ad,‘(>i]R)),
we have
C
p
) Eu
i
Ep
L
p
0,d(Yl]R)
)E(d‘
Ai
)*du
i
Ep
L
p
0,d(Yl]R)
,
where M"!-
Yi]R
(a, b)"MA
i
3M
Yi]R
(a, b) D :0
~=
EF(A
i
)E2
L2 (Yi)
":=
0
EF(A
i
)E2
L2(Yi)
N, i"0, 1.
Proof. From the surjectivity of the anti-self-duality operator in the above, we have
C
Ai,p
Ev
i
= u
i
E
L
p
1,d
)E(D
Ai
)*d (v
i
= u
i
)E
L
p
0,d
for v
i
= u
i
3 ()0
ad
=)2
ad,‘
)(>
i
]R). Thus, for any such A
i
3Mk
Yi]R
WBd(a, b) with k)1, by
taking v
i
"0, there is a positive real number C
p
(A
i
) such that
C
p
(A
i
) ) P
Yi]R
epdD tD Du
i
Dp)P
Yi]R
epdDt D D (d‘
Ai
)*du
i
Dp
for all u
i
3)2
ad,‘
(>
i
]R). The constant C
p
(A
i
) is continuous in A
i
and the balanced moduli
spaceM"!-
Yi]R
(a, b) is compact by Proposition 1c.1 in [12] and Lemma 3.1.5 in [18]. So the
result follows. K
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Remark. By Theorem 3.4 and the Sobolev embedding theorem, we have the bounded
right inverse operator Q
Ai
"(d‘
Ai
)*d (d‘
Ai
(d‘
Ai
)*d)~1 of d‘
Ai
satisfying the following inequality:
EQ
Ai
u
i
E
L
q
0,d (Yi]R)
)CEQ
Ai
u
i
E
L
p
1,d (Yi]R)
)CC~1@p
p
Eu
i
E
L
p
0,d (Yi]R)
, (3)
with u
i
3)2
ad,‘
(>
i
]R), 1/q#1/4"1/p and 0)d(minMj
0
/2, c/3N:
Let > (r, f ), >
0
(r), >
1
(r) be de"ned as in Section 3.1.2. We need to construct the right
inverse of d‘
Ai
over >
i
(R)]R. Note that
>
0
(R)">
0
X (&][0,#R)), >
1
(R)">
1
X(&](!R, 0]).
First of all, we give the right inverse of Do on „2]R]R, where o is the irreducible #at
connection on P D
T2
. Recall that H*(„2, ado)"0 acyclic, hence there is nonzero smallest
absolute value jo of an eigenvalue for the self-adjoint operator DK o (see Section 3.1.2). Let
p(D) be the spectrum of an operator D. Then j3p (D) for a self-adjoint operator D on
a Hilbert space if and only if for arbitrary positive e, there exists a nonzero ue such that
E (D!jId)ueE)eEueE.
(cf. [30, Theorem 5.24]). For example, on ‚2(Rm), p (!+m
i/1
L2/Lx2
i
)"[0,R) for m*1, (see
[30, Section 10.2]) all the spectrum are essential (this fact will be used in the following
proposition). Thus for 0)d
s
(jo/2, the operator !(L/Ls)#DK o is Fredholm on
‚P
1,ds ()0ad =)1ad („2]R))P‚P0,ds ()0ad=)1ad(„2]R))
where the weight d
s
indicates the Sobolev weight on the s-factor (cf. [20, 21]). Hence we can
consider the weighted Sobolev space ‚p
k,d6
over >
i
(R)]R and „2]R]R with d
6
"(d
s
, d)
weights on s, t, respectively, for example
EuE
L
p
k,d6 (T
2]R]R)
"EedsDsD ) edDt D ) uE
L
p
k(T2]R]R)
. (4)
If d
6
, d
6
@3R2, then d
6
)d
6
@ means d
s
)d@
s
, d)d@, also rd
N
means (rd
s
, rd) for r3R (see [20]).
Note that the operator, which is constant in t3R,
DoD*o"!
L2
Lt2
! L2
Ls2
#DK 2o
acts on )2
ad,‘
(„2]R]R). The following proposition can be found in [17], and its proof
follows from standard argument (cf. [20, 21, 30]).
PROPOSITION 3.5. ‚et j2o be the smallest ‚2 eigenvalue of DK 2o . „hen p (DoD*o )"[j2o ,R)
with all essential spectrum. Furthermore, for each p*2, there is a constant C(jo) such that
C(jo )EuE
p
L
p
0,d6 (T
2]R]R)
)E(d‘
p
)*d6 uEp
L
p
0,d6 (T
2]R]R)
where u3‚p
0,d6 ()2ad,‘(„2]R]R)) and where the operator d‘o is the same operator as d‘A on
the 4-manifold „2]R]R with A"o.
Similar to the remark after Theorem 3.4, we get the bounded right inverse Qo of d‘o over
„2]R]R as we had in (3).
3.2.2. Curvature estimate. For >
i
(R)]R, i"0, 1 a Riemannian manifold with cylindrical
end „2]R
‘
]R, (R
‘
"[0,#R)) recall that the bundle P
i
P>
i
restricts to QP„2 with
w
2
(Q)[„2]O0 (mod2).
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LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that A3M"!-
Yi (=)]R
(a, b) has the form
A"A (s, t)#’(s, t) ds#( (s, t) dt on the end „2]R
‘
]R. (5)
„hen the gauge equivalent class [A] converges to o in t as sP#R, in the sense of the
restrictions [AD
T2]MsN]R
] converges in C= over „2.
Proof. We "rst prove that the gauge equivalence class [A] converges to o on a compact
subset of R (t-direction). For any compact subset KLR, let „
K,S
be „2](S!1, S)]K
which can be identi"ed with „
K,1
"„2](0, 1)]K by translation. Let A
S
be the connection
over „
K,1
obtained from the translation of AD
TK, S
. The "niteness of the integral F
A
over the
end implies that for p*2
EF
AS
E
Lp (TK, 1)
P0 as SP#R.
By Uhlenbeck’s compactness, for any sequence S
n
P#R there is a subsequence S@
n
’N@
and a #at connection A(R, t) over „
K, 1
such that after suitable guage transformations
A
S@n
PA (R, t) in C= sense over any compact subset of „
K,1
(see Lemma 4.4.6 [8], also
works for base manifold possibly noncompact). Hence, the limit connection also satis"es
lim
S{n?‘=
EF
A(S{n , t)
E
Lp (TK,1)
"EF
A(=, t)
E
Lp(TK,1)
"0
from :‘=
0
EF
A(s, t)
Ep
Lp(T2]R‘]R)
ds(R and the smoothness of the curvature. Therefore
F
A(=,t)
"F (A(R, t))#A
LA(R, t)
Lt
!d
A(=,t)
( (R, t)B dt"0 (6)
where F (A (R, t)) is the curvature on „2 and F
A(=, t)
is on „2]R. We have
F (A(R, t))"0, and LA(R, t)
Lt
!d
A(=,t)
((R, t)"0. (7)
So A(R, t)"o, ((R, t)"0 for all t3K.
By similar argument, for a "xed S’N
0
, Dt D’„, then A, after subsequence and suitable
guage transformations, converges to A(S,R) in C= sense and A(S,R)"o, ’(S,R)"0
from R
Q
(„2)"MoN and (6), (7) to A(S,R),
EA!oE
C=
(e for "xed S’N
0
, Dt D’„.
So A is a Cauchy sequence in t for "xed S’N
0
. Thus, we choose K"[!(„#1), „#1],
N"maxMN
0
, N@(„ ))N such that for S’N, we have the convergence [A]Po in t as
SPR. K
We will prove that the convergence in Lemma 3.6 is, in fact, uniform in t as SPR (see
Proposition 3.10). A sequence of S
n
-anti-self-dual connections over >(S
n
, f ) with S
n
PR
may not satisfy a uniform ‚= estimate in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of "nite many
points and in this case either anti-self-dual connections on S4 or on „2]C2 or holomorphic
spheres in M („2) (the moduli space of #at connections over „2) will split o!. But this
cannot occur for the moduli space M1
Y(S, f)]R
(a, b) with k (a)!k (b) 1. The analysis that
we use to get the estimates of the curvature is the same as in [9, Sections 7 and 9].
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PROPOSITION 3.7. ‚et a, b3R
Pf
(> (S, f )) and assume that k (a))!k(b) 1. „hen there
exist constants C
0
’0 and S
0
’0 such that for every A3MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b) with S*S
0
EF
A
E
L=(Y(S,f))]R
)C
0
where C
0
"C
0
(S
0
) is independent of A3MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b).
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there should exist sequences S
n
PR and a sequence
of anti-self-dual connections A
n
3MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b) such that
EF
An
E
L=(Y(S,f))]R
PR.
Hence, there are possible (bubbling) instantons on S4, instantons on Q
T2
]C and holomor-
phic spheres in M
T2
(Q
T2
).
By the index reason, there is no concentrated instanton as bubbling o! S4 for the moduli
space M (a, b) with k (a)!k (b) 1 (see Proposition 3a in [12] and Lemma 3.15 in [17]).
There is a possibility of bubbling instantons on Q
T2
]C2, where Q
T2
is the nontrivial SO(3)
bundle over „2. From the positivity of Yang}Mills action, the Yang}Mills action of A
n
in
an arbitrarily small neighborhood of „2]Mz
0
NMz
0
3CN is in the limit at least 8n2. This is
proved for general surface & with nontrivial SO(3) principal bundle in [9, pp. 632}633].
Since R
Q
(„2)"MoN with nontrivial SO(3) principal bundle, thus we can apply their results
to rule out the bubbling instantons on Q
T2
]C2. Hence the condition k (a)!k (b) 1 rules
out all kinds of bubbling instantons. But there is a possibility of holomorphic sphere
bubbling. Note that the moduli space M
T2
(Q
T2
) is a isolated point MoN. So there is no
nonconstant holomorphic sphere v :S2PM
T2
(Q
T2
). Therefore we obtain the compactness
for MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b) as S*S
0
. The ‚= estimate of the curvature F
A
follows. K
If F
A
3‚2 (>(S, f )]R) for each S, then there is a constant C
S
such that
sup DF
A
D
Y(S,f)]R
)C
S
e~c Dt D (8)
where c"c (j
0
D
Y(S,f)
)’0, j
0
is a positive number such that Dj (D
a
D
Y(S,f)
) D*j
0
for all
a3R
Pf
(>(S, f ))"R
Pf
(>
f
) (see [12, 7, 17]). The constant C
S
in (8) is independent of
connections A3MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b) which follows from the compactness property. It is not
obvious that one can choose c such that c is independent of S. As we stretch > (S, f ), the
operator D
a
can also be extended to produce an operator D
a
D
Y(S,f)
over > (S, f ) as we
described in Section 3.1.2. Thus, from Lemma 3.6, the self-adjoint extension D
ja
of D
a
acts on
smooth sections of )1 =)0 (>
j
(R)) over >
j
(R), j"0, 1. By the work of Muller [25, Chap.
VI] (see also [5, I]), D
ja
has pure point spectrum of "nite multiplicity in the
range of eigenvalues j with DjD)k/J2 and essential spectrum for j*k. Note that
D
ja
"p 3 (L/Ls#DK o ), where kerDK o"0 for the irreducible #at connection o over „2. So
there are no extended ‚2 solutions for D
ja
u"0.
In this case, we may choose e’0 so that e(k/2J2 and D
0a
, D
1a
have at most the
eigenvalue j"0 for j in the range [!e, e]. In the SO(3) Floer theory, we have that all the
#at connections are irreducible and nondegenerate. This rules out the existence of zero
modes at every #at connection a3R
P
(> ). I.e., the absolute value of the spectrum of D
ja
has
a uniformly lower (nonzero) bound (see [1, 5, 12]) which is basically why Proposition 3.2 is
true from the spectrum theorem point of view.
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LEMMA 3.8. For F
A
3‚2(>(S, f )]R) for each S, there exist constants C
S
, c such that
sup DF
A
D
Y(S,f)]R
)C
S
e~c Dt D
where C
S
, c are independent of A3MK 1
Y(S,f)]R
(a, b) with k (a)!k (b) 1, and c is independent
of S.
Proof. The only thing left to prove is the independence of S for c. From the above
discussion, we have a uniformly lower bound e for eigenvalues and spectrum of D
ja
over
>
j
(R). By Theorem B [5] I, there exists N such that e~kN@4(e/8, and for S*N,
Dj
S
!j
ja
D(e~kS@4
where j
ja
are eigenvalues of D
ja
in the subinterval [!k/J2.k/J2]C[!e, e], and j
S
are
nonzero eigenvalues of D
a
(> (S, f )) ( Dj
S
D’j
0S
). Now we have
Dj
S
D*Dj
ja
D!Dj
S
!j
ja
D*7e
8
for S*N. So there exists a j
0a
"minM7e
8
, min
S|*1,N+
j
0S
NO0, independent of S such that
Dj(D
a
(>(S, f ))) D*j
0a
for all S. Take j
0
as the minimum of j
0a
over all a3R
Pf
(>
f
). Hence j
0
is independent of both a and S. So does the c"c (j
0
)’0 independent of S and
a3R
Pf
(>
f
). K
Following the method in [9, Section 7], we are going to estimate C
S
as S tends to R.
The curvature of the connection A"a#’ds#( dt on „2]R
‘
]R is given by
F
A
"F
a
!(L
s
a!d
a
’) ds!(L
t
a!d
a
() ds!(L
t
’!L
s
(![’, (]) ds’dt
B
s
"L
s
a!d
a
’, B
t
"L
t
a!d
a
(, C"L
t
’!L
s
(![’, (]. (9)
Denoting the covariant derivatives +
s
"L
s
#’, +
t
"L
t
#(, we have
B
s
"[+
s
, d
a
], B
t
"[+
t
, d
a
], C"[+
t
, +
s
] (10)
and the Bianchi identity
+
s
F
a
"d
a
B
s
, +
t
F
a
"d
a
B
t
, +
s
B
t
!+
t
B
s
"d
a
C . (11)
The anti-self-dual equation can be expressed in the form
B
t
"*Bs , C"*Fa . (12)
So we have each components of F
A
bounded by C
S
e!cDtD with c independent of S:
sup MDF
a
D , DB
s
D, DB
t
D, DCDN)C
S
e!cDtD .
For example, +
s
B
s
, +
t
B
s
, +
s
C have the same estimate.
PROPOSITION 3.9. If A3MK 1>
i
(R, f )]R(a, b), then there exists a constant C independent of
A, s and t such that
sup DF
A
D„2]MsN]MtN)Ce!c1se!cDtD, s’SN.
Here S
N
"max MN,S
0
N, N is given in ‚emma 3.6, S
0
is given in Proposition 3.7.
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Proof. Let f (s)"1
2
:R (EBsE2‚2(„2)#ECE2‚2(„2) ) dt. By (8) and Proposition 3.7, we have that
f (s) is bounded by some constant. By (10)}(12), we have
+
s
C"*daBs , +s+sC"*(Bs?Bs)#*da+sBs (13)
+
s
B
s
"*daC#*+tBs , +s+sBs"*(+t+sBs#2Bs?C#da+sC). (14)
The calculations of f @ (s) and f A(s) are given by
f @(s)"S+
s
B
s
, B
s
T#S+
s
C,CT
f A(s)"E+
s
B
s
E2#E+
s
CE2#S+
s
+
s
B
s
, B
s
T#S+
s
+
s
C,CT
"E+
s
B
s
E2#Ed
a
B
s
E2#S*(+t+sBs#2Bs?C#da+sC),BsT
#S* (Bs?Bs)#*da+sBs ,CT
"2E+
t
B
s
#d
a
CE2#2Ed
a
B
s
E2#3S*(Bs?Bs),CT
Here all norms and inner products are ‚2-norms and ‚2-inner products on „2]MsN]R.
The last equality of f A(s) follows from the fact that *+t and *da are self-adjoint and (13), (14).
In particular, the integral by part we used in the last step gives the extra boundary
contribution at „2]MsN]M$RN. Since both +
s
B
s
, +
t
B
s
, +
s
C, etc., are exponential decay in
t-direction with a rate c independent of s. So the contribution on „2]MSN]M$„N as
„PR tends to zero, i.e. the boundary contribution at „2]MsN]M$RN is zero. By
Proposition 3.7, we have
EF
a
E‚=(„2]MsN]R)#ELta!da(E‚=(„2]MsN]R) C0
for s*S
0
. Choose s*N large enough, the estimate in Proposition 3.5 holds for A (su$-
ciently close to o) and u"(B
s
, C, 0)3)2#,ad („2]R‘]R). Hence, the formula for f A(s)
shows that there exists a constant c
1
’0 such that
f A(s)*c2
1
f (s), s*N
(cf. [9, Section 7] for exactly similar argument). Hence :=
S
f (s) ds)C
0
e!c1S for S*N. With
the estimate in Lemma 3.8, the result follows. K
PROPOSITION 3.10. Suppose that A3M) 1>
i
(R)]R(a, b) has the form
A"A(s, t)#’ (s, t)ds#((s, t) dt on the end „2]R
‘
]R. (15)
„hen the gauge equivalent class [A] has the following properties:
(i) sup DA!oD)Ce!c1se!cDtD, so that we have
sup MDA(s, t)!oD, D’(s, t)D, D((s, t) DN)Ce!c1se!cDtD .
(ii) [A] converges to o uniformly in t as SPR in the sense of the restrictions [AD„2]MsN]R]
converges in C= over „2.
Proof. First we choose any temporal gauge representation A"o#a (s, t)#’(s, t) ds,
where A!o has no dt component. The anti-self-duality equation (12) for A becomes
La
Lt
"*Bs ,
L’ (s, t)
Lt
"*Fa .
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So we have, by Proposition 3.9,
supGK
La
Lt K , K
L’(s, t)
Lt KH)Ce!c1se!cDtD.
So A!o converges to zero (by Lemma 3.6) at an exponential rate. The rest of arguments
follows exactly as in [7]. Note that the uniform convergence in t is equivalent to
sup MDA!oD>(s, f )]MtN : t3RN converges to zero as sPR. So (ii) follows from (i) due to
sup MDA!oD>(s, f )]MtN : t3RN)Ce!c1s . K
Remark. In 4-manifold with cylindrical end, the anti-self-dual connection of "nite
energy has a well-de"ned limit value at end (see [24, Chap. 4; 29, Section 14]). In [24],
Morgan et al. "rst make use of the Uhlenbeck’s compactness result to deduce the path
restricted anti-self-dual connection along the end spirals in towards and limits on a com-
ponent of the character variety of 3-manifold, then appeal to L. Simon’s work on the
asymptotics of gradient #ows to show the well-de"ned value at in"nity (also see [29] for
convergence discussion). Here we have similar situation for noncompact 4-manifold. In
general for the end &]R
‘
]R, their methods [24, 29] cannot be applied directly. The
essential torus has a unique element of character variety due to w
2
O0. This gives us the
limit value o at end „2]R
‘
]R.
Fix a positive d
s
(min Mjo/2, c1/3N. We will henceforth use the weighted norm with
0)d
1
((d
s
, d), where d is chosen in Remark 3.4.1.
PROPOSITION 3.11. Suppose that A
i
3M"!->
i
(R)]R(a,b). „hen for su.ciently small d1’0
and p’2, there exists S
1
such that for s*S
1
EA
0
!oE‚q0, d
1
/2(„2][s!1,R)]R) C1
EA
0
!oE‚p1, d
1
/2 („2][s,R)]R)(d1/2
EF
Ai
E‚p0, d
1
/2(„2][s,R)]R)(d1
with 1/q#1/4"1/p and weighted Sobolev embedding constant C
1
. Similarly, the above
inequalities hold for A
1
and s)!S
1
.
Proof. The estimate for the curvature F
Ai
follows from Proposition 3.9 by choosing
S(d
1
)’S
N
large enough so that
EF
Ai
E‚p0, d
1
/2(„2][s,R)]R)(d1/(3CC1) for S*S(d1)
where C is the constant in
EA
i
!oE‚p1,d
1
/2
)CE (d*o = d‘o ) (Ai!o)E‚p0, d1 /2
. (16)
By Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 3.9, we obtain the following:
sup MDF
ai
D, DL
s
a
i
!d
ai
’
i
D, DL
t
a
i
D, DL
t
’
i
DN)Ce!c1se!cDtD
sup Da
i
#’
i
ds D„2]MsN]MtN)Ce!c1se!cDtD.
Recall d
1
((c
1
/3, c/3). For any d
1
’0, there exists S
0
(d
1
) (*S
N
) such that for s*S
0
(d
1
),
EA
i
!oE‚40,d
1
/2 („2][s,R)]R)(d1/(C1C). (17)
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Using gauge "xing condition:
d*¨o (a(s, t)#’(s, t) ds)"0
do(a(s, t)#’(s, t) ds)"F(a(s,t)#’(s,t)ds)!12 (a(s, t)#’(s, t)ds)?(a(s, t)#’(s, t)ds)
where *2
is the Hodge star operator on „2. Note that we have the weighted Sobolev
embedding theorem and the HoK lder inequality as follows (see [20, 21]):
‚p
k,d1
9‚p{
k{,d1 {
if d
1
*d
1
@*0, k!n/p*k@!n/p@ (18)
EuvE‚p0, d
1
)EuE‚q0,d
1
/2
EvE‚r0, d
1
/2
with 1/p"1/q#1/r. (19)
Thus, from (16), we have
EA
i
!oE‚p1, d
1
/2
)CE(d*o = d‘o ) (Ai!o)E‚p0, d
1
/2
)C(EF
Ai
E‚p0, d
1
/2
#1
2
E(A
i
!o)?(A
i
!o)E‚p0, d
1
/2
)
)CEF
Ai
E‚p0, d
1
/2
#C
2
EA
i
!oE‚q0,d
1
/2
EA
i
!oE‚40, d
1
/2
( d1
3C
1
#d1
2
EA
i
!oE‚p1, d
1
/2
on „2][s,R)]R for S*max MS(d
1
), S
0
(d
1
)N"S
1
. The third inequality follows from (19)
and the last from (17) and (18). This completes the proof. K
3.3. The Floer boundary map for Yf
In this subsection, we shall de"ne a gluing map from the moduli spaces over each side to
an almost instanton over the connected sum along the essential torus cross the real line.
Using the parametric Q
Ai
and Qo , we obtain a bounded right inverse for the operator d‘A
where A is in the image of the gluing map. Then the standard method in gauge theory [8] is
proceeded to ensure that every instanton over the connected sum along torus can be
obtained in the way of deforming an almost one from the gluing process.
3.3.1. Gluing map. De"ne a cuto! function s(u, v) to be an increasing C=-function of real
variable s such that
s"0, s)u; and s"1, s*v.
Also de"ne four C=-functions
c
1
"s (2S, 3S), c
0
"1!c
1
s
0
"s (S, 2S), s
1
"1!s (3S, 4S).
Now we use the cuto! functions to de"ne a connection
AI
i
"o#s
i
(a
i
(s, t)#’
i
(s, t)ds#(
i
(s, t)dt), i"0, 1
for the anti-self-dual connection A
i
in Theorem 3.4 which has the form o#(a
i
(s, t)#
’
i
(s, t) ds#(
i
(s, t) dt) on „2]R
‘
]R via Lemma 3.6.
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Let us de"ne a gluing data for >(S, f ). Fix f3Di+‘(„2) an orientation preserving
di!eomorphism. Then we de"ne f
S
:„2][2S, 4S]P„2][!4S,!2S] by f
S
(x, s)"
( f (x),!6S!s). The mapping f
S
takes „2]M2SN on >
0
(4S) to „2]M!4SN on >
1
(4S) and
„2]M4SN on >
0
(4S) to „2]M!2SN on >
1
(4S). The connected sum along „2,>"> (4S, f )
is de"ned by
>">(4S, f )">
0
(4S)X
fS
>
1
(4S)
and „2][2S, 4S], „2][!4S,!2S] are identi"ed by f
S
. Note that the metric g on> (4S, f )
is the product metric on „2][!4S, 4S].
Let M>
i
(R)]R(a, b;e2,S ) be a subset of M>i(R)]R (a,b) such that
EF
Ai
E2‚2(„2][4S,R)]R) e2
and AD„2]M4SN]R ,A D„2]M!4SN]R are gauge equivalent into a small neighborhood;o of o. The
"nite energy and Proposition 3.9 yield the above small curvature bound for S large enough
and for all A
i
3M1>
i
(R)]R(a,b). Then we de"ne the approximate gluing map
Gl
S, f
:M"!->
0
(R)]R(a0,b0;e2, S )
]o M"!->1(R)]R(a1, b1;e2, S )
PB
Y(S,f )]R
(a
0
do a1, b0 do b1)
as follows. Fix A
i
3M"!->
i
(R)]R (ai, bi ;e2, S ),
i"0, 1, in the form
A
i
"o#a
i
(s, t)#’
i
(s, t)ds#(
i
(s, t) dt on „2][S,R)]R.
Then Gl
S,f
(A
0
, A
1
) is de"ned to be the gauge equivalence class of a connection A"AI
0
dAI
1
A"G
A
0
on >
0
(2S)]R
o#+1
i/0
s
i
(a
i
(s, t)#’
i
(s, t)ds#(
i
(s, t)dt) on „2][2S, 4S]]R
A
1
on >
1
(2S)]R.
Direct computation for the anti-self-dual part of its curvature yields
F‘
A
"G
F‘
A0
on >
0
(2S)]R
+1
i/0
(s
i
F‘
Ai
#;
i
) on „2][2S, 4S]]R
F‘
A1
on >
1
(2S)]R
where ;
i
"(+s
i
?(A
i
!o))
‘
#(s2
i
!s
i
) ((A
i
!o)?(A
i
!o))
‘
. Hence, an estimate of
F‘
A
for the anti-self-dual connections A
0
, A
1
only takes the contributions on ;
0
, ;
1
terms.
LEMMA 3.12. For su.ciently small d
1
T0, there exists S
2
(*S
1
) such that for S*S
2
,
EF‘
A
E‚p0,d
1
/2(> (4S, f )]R)
(d
1
.
Proof. By Proposition 3.11, for S*S
1
and some constants C
1i
, we have
E(+s
i
?(a
i
(s, t)#’
i
(s, t)ds)#(
i
(s, t)dt)
‘
E‚p0,d
1
/2
)C1i
S
EA
i
!oE‚p0, d
1
/2
)C1i
S
d
1
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from (17)}(19) and Proposition 3.11,
E(s2
i
!s
i
) ((A
i
!o)?(A
i
!o))
‘
E‚p0, d
1
/2
)EA
i
!oE‚40,d
1
/4
EA
i
!oE‚q0, d
1
/4
)C
1
EA
i
!oE‚40, d
1
/2
EA
i
!oE‚p1, d
1
/2
)d2
1
/(2CC
1
).
(The supports of estimates are clear from context.) Thus for d
1
’0 su$ciently small there
exists S
2
(*S
1
) large enough such that for S*S
2
,
1
+
i/0
C
1i
S
# d1
CC
1
)1/2.
Hence we obtain the result. K
In the essential torus case, there is a unique limit value o for every anti-self-dual
connection with "nite energy. In order to prove that the image of the gluing map Gl
S,f
can
be very close to anti-self-dual connections as long as S su$ciently large (splitting part), we
need to show "rst that there is no loss of energy in the stretching process.
As we have seen in Proposition 3.10 that the gauge equivalent class [A
i
]3M"!->
i
(R)]R(a,b)
converges to o uniformly in t as sPR. So for any neighborhood ;o of o in B(„2) and for
S su$ciently large, the restriction of A to „2]M(s, t)N is gauge equivalent into ;o . Further-
more, we have the energy bound EF
A
E2‚(„2][4S,R)]R) e2 by Proposition 3.9. Now we only
work on the one-dimensional moduli space of anti-self-dual connections, the argument
showed in Proposition 3.7 tells that there are no bubbling instantons, bubbling holomor-
phic spheres and splitting into cusp-trajectories as in [12] occurred.
PROPOSITION 3.13. ‚et MA
n
N be a sequence of anti-self-dual connections inM"!->(S
n
, f )]R(a,b)
with k(a)!k(b) 1. „hen there is a subsequence (still denoted by A
n
) converges to
(A
0
, A
1
)3M0>
0
(R)]R (a0, a0)]M1>1(R)]R(a1, b1)pM1>0(R)]R (a0,b0)]M0>1(R)]R(a1, a1)
without loss of energy.
Proof. Since the energy of A
n
is bounded independent of n, by Uhlenbeck}Floer’s
compactness [12] (or see Lemma 3.6), after passing to a subsequence we assume that
the A
n
converges to (A
0
, A
1
). Note that the other possibilities for the ideal limit have
been ruled out by k(a)!k(b) 1 from Proposition 3.7. So one of A
i
must be a
constant in t. Hence, for loss of energy we are going to study the limit of connections A
n
on
the tube „2][!S
n
, S
n
]]R with energy less than e
2
. The restriction of A
n
to „2]M(s, t)N is
gauge equivalent into ;o from the previous result. Thus for su$ciently large „ and Sn , we
have
Dcs (A
n
D„2][!S
n
,S
n
]]M„N)!cs (AnD„2][!Sn, Sn]]M!„N) D)
e
2
2
.
By triangle inequality and Proposition 3.9,
Dcs(A
n
D„2](!R,R)]M„N)!cs (AnD„2][!R,R)]M!„N) D)e2
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where we use the notation cs (A
n
D„2][!R,R)]M„N) to denote the convergent integral of
1
2P„2](!R,R) tr (An(„)?dAn(„)#
2
3
A
n
(„)?A
n
(„)?A
n
(„))
by previous discussion about the exponential decay property of A
n
(s, t) in s and t. So
A
n
($„) both converges to the same #at connection o, i.e. A
n
Po over „2]R]R. Since the
energy of o is zero, the desired result that there is no loss of energy in the limit follows.
K
3.3.2. Inverting d‘AI
0
dAI
1
on >(4S, f )]R. Now we are going to parametric Q
Ai
and Qo to
obtain a bounded right inverse Q
i
of d‘
AI i
over >
i
(R)]R. Then applying the parametric
method again via Q
i
, we obtain the bounded right inverse of d‘
A
over>(4S, f )]R for S large
enough and A"Gl
S,f
(A
0
,A
1
).
PROPOSITION 3.14. „here exist S
3
(*S
2
), a constant C
4
(independent of A
i
,S), and the
bounded right inverse Q
i
of d‘AI
i
over >
i
(R)]R such that for S*S
3
, i"0,1,
EQ
i
u
i
E‚q0,d
1
/2 (>i(R)]R)
C
4
Eu
i
E‚p0,d
1
/2 (>i(R)]R)
for all u
i
3)2ad,#(>i(R)]R) and 1/q#1/4"1/p, p’2.
Proof. We construct a parametric R by patching together the right inverse Q
A0
with an
exterior parametric Qo . Set
R"s
0
Q
A0
c
0
#s
1
Qoc1
where Q
A0
is from Theorem 3.4 and the remark after. We have
d‘AI
0
Ru!u"d‘AI
0
(s
0
Q
A0
c
0
#s
1
Qoc1)u!u
"+s
0
Q
A0
c
0
u#+s
1
Qoc1u#[s0(AI 0!A0), QA0c0u]#[s1(AI 0!o), Qoc1u]. (20)
Note that s
0
(AI
0
!A
0
)"s
0
(1!s
0
) (A!o) supported on „2][S, 2S]]R. Then for
S*S
2
,
E[s
0
(AI
0
!A
0
), Q
A0
c
0
u]E‚p0, d
1
/2 („2][S,2S]]R"E[s0!s20) (A!o), QA0c0u]E‚p0, d1 /2(„2][S,2S]]R
) d1
CC
1
EQ
A0
c
0
uE‚p1, d
1
/2
)C
2
C~1@p
p
d
1
EuE‚p0, d
1
/2
. (21)
The "rst inequality is from (17), (18) and the second from (3). Similarly
E[s
1
(AI
0
!o), Q
p
c
1
u]E‚p0, d
1
/2(„2][3S,4S]]R) C@2C(jo)~1@pd1EuE‚p0, d1 /2
(22)
E[+s
0
Q
A0
c
0
u]E‚p0, d
1
/2 („2][S,2S]]R)
C
10
S
EQ
A0
c
0
uE‚p0,d
1
/2(„2][S,2S]]R)
)C3
S
EuE‚p0,d
1
/2
(23)
E[+s
1
)Qoc1u]E‚p0, d
1
/2 („2][3S,4S]]R)
C@
3
S
EuE‚p0,d
1
/2 . (24)
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Combining four terms in (20) as estimates from (21)}(24), we get
Ed‘AI
0
Ru!uE‚p0, d
1
/2 (>0 (R)]R) G
C
3
#C@
3
S
#(C
2
C~1@p
p
#C@
2
C(jo)~1@p)d1H EuE‚p0, d1 /2(>0(R)]R) .
Choose S
3
*S
2
large enough, d
1
’0 small enough so that M(C
3
#C@
3
)/S#(C
2
C~1@p
p
#
C @
2
C(jo)~1@p)d1N)1/3. Then the operator norm of d‘AI 0 R!Id is at most 23, so d‘AI 0 R is
invertible by the series expression. Then Q
0
"R(d‘AI
0
R)~1. Similarly we have the right
inverse Q
1
for d‘AI
1
and the corresponding estimate. K
PROPOSITION 3.15. For S*S
3
, there is a constant C
5
independent of S, d
1
, A
0
and A
1
such
that the operator d‘gA has a bounded right inverse G with
EGuE‚p1, d
1
/2(g)(> (4S, f )]R) C5
EuE‚p0, d
1
/2(g)(> (4S, f )]R)
and
EGuE‚q0, d
1
/2(g)(> (4S, f )]R) C5
EuE‚p0, d
1
/2(g)(>(4S, f )]R)
1
4
#1
q
"1
p
.
Proof. The result follows from Proposition 3.14 and parametric method (see also
Proposition 3.3.4 in [18] for exactly same argument, or [23]). K
The above result holds for any compact subset K ofMK >
i
]R (ai ,bi), i"0, 1. The balanced
moduli spaceMK >
i
]R(ai , bi) with k(ai)!k (bi) 1 is compact, so it is enough for our purpose
to understand the Floer boundary map.
3.3.3. Gluing and splitting. Our goal is to deform the &&almost anti-self-dual’’ connection
A to a nearby anti-self-dual connection A#a. This entails solving the non-linear anti-self-
duality equation
F‘(A)#d‘
A
a#(a’a)
‘
"0.
The upshot of Proposition 3.15 is that we are able to solve the linearized anti-self-duality
equation d‘
A
u"b over >(4S, f )]R for S*S
3
, as long as A is irreducible (H0
A
"0, also
note that C
A
L!aWCb for R3BY(4S,f)]R (a, b)) and regular (H2A"0). There are estimates on
the solutions of the corresponding linearized equation which are independent of S. We will
use the inverse function theorem (see [12, 18], or [8, 9, 23]) to deform the almost anti-self-
dual connection A"Gl
S,f
(A
0
, A
1
). Applying the inverse function theorem to
f (a)"F‘ (A)#d‘
A
a#(a’a)
‘
with f (0)"F‘ (A), N(a)"(a’a)
‘
, Df (0)"d‘
A
with the
bounded right inverse G from the Proposition 3.15, E"‚p
1,d @2W‚q0,d @2(„AoB), and
F"‚p
0,d @2(X2ad,‘(> (4S, f )]R)), we obtain the following.
THEOREM 3.16. ‚et >
i
(i"0, 1) be a 3-manifold with essential „2L>
i
and A
i
3M"!-
Yi]R
.
Assume dimM
Y0]R
"0, and dimM
Y1]R
"1. „hen if S*S
3
, d
1
su.ciently small (as in
‚emma 3.12 and Proposition 3.15), we can deform A to a smooth anti-self-dual connection over
>(4S, f )]R.
Proof. By Lemma 3.12 and Proposition 3.15, we have
EGF‘(A)E
L
p
1,d @2(Y(4S,f)]R)
)C
5
EF‘(A)E
L
p
0,d@2(Y (4S,f)]R)
)C
5
d
1
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and N(a)!N (b)"((a!b)’a)
‘
#(b’(a!b))
‘
. We use (18) and (19) [20, 21] to obtain
E ((a!b)’a)
‘
E
L
p
0,d @2
)Ea!bE
L
q
0,d@4
EaE
L
4
0,d @4
)CEa!bE
L
p
1,d @2
EaE
L
p
1,d @2
so EGN(a)!GN(b)E
L
p
1,d @2
)C
5
CEa!bE
L
p
1,d @2
(EaE
L
p
1,d @2
#EbE
L
p
1,d @2
). Thus, by inverse func-
tion theorem (see Lemma 2d.1 in [12] or Lemma 3.3.4 in [18]), there exists / :H1
A
PIm G
with f (m#/ (m))"0, where / (A)"a. So A#a is an anti-self-dual connection over
>(4S, f )]R with EaE
L
p
1,d @2
small, and it is smooth by standard elliptic regularity. K
Exactly following the same proof of Theorem 3.3.6 in [18], we have the splitting result.
Let us de"ne
;d1 (S)"GB K inf
A|ImGlS,f
EA!BE
L
q
0,d @2(g) (Y (4S,f)]R)
(d
1
, EF‘
B
E
L
p
0,d @2(g) (Y (4S,f)]R)
(d
1H ,
where Gl
S,f
(A
0
, A
1
)"AI
0
dAI
1
"A by the gluing process for all A
i
3M
Yi]R
and S*S
3
.
THEOREM 3.17. For S, d
1
as in „heorem 3.16, any point in ;d1(S)WMK 1Y(4S,f)]R(g) can be
represented by a connection A of the form AI
0
dAI
1
#/(AI
0
dAI
1
) where A
i
is a (0 or 1)-
dimensional anti-self-dual connection onMK
Yi]R
and / is the C1-di+eomorphism in the proof of
„heorem 3.16 with E/ (AI
0
dAI
1
)E
L
q
0,d @2
(d
1
.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a sequence S
n
P#R with S
n
*S
3
and
M[A
n
]N3MK 1
Y(4Sn, f )]R
W;#d
1
(S
n
) , where ;#d
1
(S
n
) is complement of ;d
1
(S
n
), i.e. A
n
are not in the
required form.
By Uhlenbeck’s compactness theorem applied to the balanced anti-self-dual connec-
tions, we have a subsequence converging to (A
0
, A
1
)3M
Y0(R)]R
(a
0
, b
0
; e
2
, S )]
M
Y1(R)]R
(a
1
, b
1
; e
2
, S ) by Proposition 3.10. By Propositions 3.7 and 3.9 the energy bounds
by e
2
for S large enough, the subsequence does not lose energy on (>
0
(4S
3
)]R)o
(>
1
(4S
3
)]R) by Proposition 3.13. Also by Proposition 3.10, [A
i
] converges to o uniformly
in t as SPR, thus for n large enough there are AI
i
"o#s
i
(S
n
)(A
i
!o) with
EA
i
!AI
i
E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
(d1
8
, EA
i
!A
n
E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
(d1
8
for i"0, 1.
Then we have
EA
n
!Gl
(Sn,f)
(A
0
, A
1
)E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
) 1+
i/0
EA
n
!AI
in
E
L
q
0,d @2 (Yi (4Sn)]R)
) 1+
i/0
MEA
n
!A
i
E#EA
i
!AI
i
E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
N
(d1
2
.
Since A
n
is anti-self-dual, so F‘(A
n
)"0(d
1
. Thus we have A
n
3;d
1
(S
n
)WM1
Y (Sn, f )]R
which
contradicts with assumption. This completes the proof. K
COROLLARY 3.18. ;nder the assumptions of „heorem 3.17, there is a unique small solution
to the anti-self-duality equation. Hence,;d
1
(S )WM1
Y(4S,f)]R
is equal to the image of the gluing
map from „heorem 3.16.
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Now we are going to show that the anti-self-dual connections can always be very close
to the image of the gluing map as long as S su$ciently large.
PROPOSITION 3.19. For any d
1
’0, there exists S
4
(*S
3
) such that for S*S
4
,
MK 1
Y(4S,f)]R
(g)L;d
1
(S ).
Proof. Assume the contrary. There exist d
1
’0, a sequence S
n
PR, [A
n
]3
MK 1
Y(4Sn,f)]R
(g) such that
EA
n
!AE
L
q
0,d @2(g) (Y (4S,f)]R)
*d
1
for all A3Im Gl
S,f
. (25)
By Uhlenbeck’s compactness theorem, we have a subsequence converging to A
i
3M
Yi(=)]R
for i"0, 1. Note that A
i
converges to o uniformly in t as SPR by Proposition 3.10, and
for any e
2
’0,
EF
Ai
E2
L
2
(T2] *4S,=)]R)
)e
2
for S*S
3
,
by Proposition 3.9. Using the cuto! function s
i
(S ), we de"ne AI
i
"o#s
i
(S)(A
i
!o) such
that for d
1
’0, there exists S
4
(*S
3
) such that
EA
i
!AI
i
E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
(d1
8
, EA
i
!A
n
E
L
q
0,d @2(Y (4Sn,f)]R)
(d1
8
, for S
n
*S
4
.
Thus, we obtain for S
n
*S
4
,
EA
n
!Gl(S
n
, f )(A
0
, A
1
)E
L
q
0,d @2(g) (Y (4Sn,f)]R)
(d
1
/2
which contradicts with (25). This "nishes the proof of the proposition. K
Remark. For the Wilson loop perturbations on >
i
, there are deformed #at connections
and deformed anti-self-dual connections. Our uniform lower eigenvalue estimate in Section
3.1.1 holds for nearby anti-self-dual connections [17, Lemma 3.2.11], the corresponding
curvature estimate in Section 3.1.2 follows by the properties of perturbations (see [7, 27]).
So the gluing and splitting results in Section 3.3 also hold for the deformed situation.
In the following subsection, we will always assume the result manifold>(4S, f ) satis"es
the assumptions in Theorems 3.16, 3.17 and Proposition 3.19.
3.4. Ku~ nneth formula with integer coefficients
For each 3-manifold (>
i
, P
i
)3C, we "x a grading by choosing a particular f
i
3R
Pi
(>
i
) to
avoid shifting the grading. That is, for a
i
3R
Pi
(>
i
) and k(a
i
)!k ( f
i
),p (mod 4), we take
a
i
3C
p
(>
i
). By the additivity of the spectral #ow, f
0
do f1 also "xes the grading for the Floer
chain complex C
*
(>(4S, f ))"C
*
(>
f
). Hence combining the previous results in Sections
3.1}3.3, we "nd that the chain complex C
*
(>
f
, P
f
) is indeed a tensor product of C
*
(>
0
, P
0
)
and C
*
(>
1
, P
1
).
PROPOSITION 3.20. (1) „he chain complex C
*
(>
f
, P
f
) of >
f
">
0
d
T2,f
>
1
">(4S, f ) is
a tensor product of C
*
(>
i
, P
i
) with respect to the above absolute grading:
C
q
(>)" a
i‘j,q (.0$4)
C
i
(>
0
) do Cj (>1 ).
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(2) „he boundary map is given by
L
Yf
"L
Y0
do Id$Id do LY1do LY1 .
Here we use the notation do to emphasize the role of o coming from w2 (Pi DT2)O0.
Proof. (1) follows from Section 3.1 and (2) follows from Section 3.3. K
Remark. (1) The determination of signs in Proposition 3.20(2), can be explained by the
orientation of each boundary component ofMK
Yf]R
(a
0
do a1 , b0 do b1) with SF (ai , bi)"1.
The boundary consists of
p
b
0
(MK
Y0]R
(a
0
, b
0
) do a1)](b0 doMK Y1]R(a1 , b1))
p
b
1
(a
0
doMK Y1]R (a1 , b1))](MK Y0]R (a0 , b0) do b1)
(due to Theorems 3.16, 3.17 and Proposition 3.19) with opposite, orientations since L2
Yf
"0.
When we pass to the homology, the sign is irrelevant. Note that we have extended our
notation here in the obvious way: (+ m
j
a
j
) do b"+ mj (aj do b).
(2) Note that there is an obvious tensor product of Floer chain complex for a disjoint
union of (>
0
, P
0
), (>
1
, P
0
). What we have showed in Proposition 3.20 is a kind of
Eilenberg}Zilber theorem that the identity map provides the chain homotopy equivalence
between the Floer chain complexes C
*
(>
f
, P
f
; Z) and C
*
((>
0
, P
0
)o (>
1
, P
1
) ; Z).
Proof of „heorem 2.5. The proof follows from purely algebraic argument by Proposition
3.20. The short exact sequence is split and not naturally split (see also [22]). K
Since the SO(3) Floer homology of (>
f
, P
f
) is independent of f3Di+ ‘(„2), so we denote
HF
*
(>, P) for HF
*
(>
f
, P
f
) in the following.
COROLLARY 3.21. (i) If (>
0
, P
0
)3C is acyclic, i.e. HF
*
(>
0
, P
0
)"0, then for all (>, P)3C
we have that HF
*
(>
0
d
T2
>, P
0
d
T2
P)"0.
(ii) ‚et j (>, P) be the Euler number of the SO (3) Floer homology HF
*
(>, P). „hen for
(>
i
, P
i
)3C, we have
j (>
0
d
T2
>
1
, P
0
d
T2
P
1
)"j (>
0
, P
0
) ) j (>
1
, P
1
).
(iii) If all the SO (3) Floer homology groups of (>
0
, P
0
) (or of (>
1
, P
1
)) are free (e.g. if the
coe.cients are in a ,eld), then for n3Z
4
,
HF
n
(>, P): a
i‘j,n (.0$4)
HF
i
(>
0
, P
0
) ?HF
j
(>
1
, P
1
) .
Note that our Floer homology is Z
4
-graded, rather than Z-graded. Some properties in
the homology theory [22] may not be extended directly to the Z
4
-graded Floer homology.
So we will work in the adjacent chain groups, say C
q~1
, C
q
, C
q‘1
. Given a Floer chain
complex MC
*
(>, P), LN and an abelian group G, MC
*
(>, P) ?G, L? IdN is also a chain
complex. The graded homology of such a complex is called the Floer homology of C
*
(>, P)
with coe$cients in G, denoted by HF
*
(>, P; G). The torsion product of A and B is de"ned
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by the following: Given any short exact sequence 0PA
1
PA
0
PAP0, there is an exact
sequence
0PA *BPA1?BPA0? BPA?BP0
where A *B"ker(A1?BPA0 ?B) is the torsion product, denoted by „or(A, B).
LEMMA 3.22. For a #at Z module G and all n3Z
4
.
HF
n
(>, P; Z)?G,HF
n
(>, P; G).
Proof. We have the commutative diagram
with exact rows and columns. Taking the tensor product of this diagram with G, we see that
the new diagram is exact in rows and columns, since the Floer chain groups are freely
generated and G is #at. K
THEOREM 3.23 (Universal coe$cient theorem). ‚et G be an abelian group (i.e. a Z-
module). For each n3Z
4
, there is a split exact sequence of groups
0PHF
n
(>, P; Z) ?G pPHF
n
(>, P; G)P„or(HF
n~1
(>, P; Z), G)P0
with both homomorphisms natural and p de,ned for a Floer cycle [a] by p ([a]? g)"[a ? g].
„he short exact sequence is also functorial.
Proof. Since C
*
(>, P) is freely generated and torsion-free, so ker L
n
, Im L
n
are also
torsion-free and -at Z module. We have the exact sequence
0Pker L
n
PC
n
(>, P)
L
n
D&" ker L
n~1
PHF
n~1
(>, P; Z)P0
its tensor product with G then preserves the short exact sequence
0Pker L
n
? GPC
n
(>, P)?G
L
n
D ? Id&&" ker L
n~1
?GPHF
n~1
(>, P; Z)? GP0.
Calculating the homology of this exact sequence, we get the Floer homology with coe$-
cients in G. HF
n
(>, P; G) is an extension of HF
n
(>, P; Z)? G by „or(HF
n~1
(>, P; Z), G)
(see also [22, p. 171]). It is easy to verify that the short exact sequence is functorial and split
(but not naturally split) since the Floer chain groups are free. K
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Remark. In the usual homology theory, the universal coe$cient theorem follows by
applying the KuK nneth formula to a particular complex with a single generator of degree 0.
This is not the case for the SO(3) Floer homology. Fortunately, the Floer chain groups are
free, so a direct proof (only related to adjacent chain groups) is available by purely algebraic
reasons.
The SO(3) Floer homology depends on the choice of bundles. Then for any admissible
3-manifold > (not integral homology 3-sphere), the Floer homology is a function
HF
*
:H2 (>, Z
2
)CM0NPMZ
4
-graded abelian groupsN.
If >"„3, there are di!erent choices of nonzero w
2
on „3, which are also nonzero when
restricted on „2. Since every nonzero class in H2 („3, Z
2
) arises as the pull back of the
mod 2 fundamental class of „2 by a projection „3P„2. The character variety s („3) has
been studied in [14]. For o3s(„3), we associate a #at R3-bundle Po"R3]oSO(3), then
w
2
: s („3)PH2(>, Z
2
) de"ned by w
2
(o)"w
2
(Po) gives a surjective map. Since w2 distin-
guishes components in s („3). There are seven di!erent admissible SO(3) bundles Po corres-
ponding to nonzero classes in H2(„3, Z
2
). Each one has a unique isolated nondegenerated
SO(3) representation. Hence, the unique irreducible SO (3) representation o generates the
SO(3) Floer chain complex. Since SF(o, o),0 (mod 4), we set C
0
(„3, Po)"ZSoT and
C
i
(„3, Po)"0, i"1, 2, 3. This gives us
HF
0
(„3, Po)"Z, HFi(„3, Po)"0, i"1, 2, 3.
Note that Braam and Donaldson have a di!erent version of this result (see [4, Proposition
1.14]). The function HF
*
is constant (only with a possible shift in grading) for di!erent
choices of w
2
, therefore
HF
*
:H2(„3, Z
2
)CM0NPM(Z, 0, 0, 0)N
for all seven di!erent choices of w
2
. Now we can follow the usual method to derive the
&&universal coe$cient theorem’’ from the KuK nneth formula (Theorem 2.5). The &&universal
coe$cient theorem’’ depends on a space which has a chain complex C
0
"Z, C
i
"0 for all
iO0, and one forms a tensor product of C
i
with another chain complex C
*
(>, P). We use
the „3 with such a property to glue with another (>, P)3C, then a &&universal coe$cient
theorem’’ type result follows.
COROLLARY 3.24. For (>, P)3C, n3Z
4
, there is a short exact sequence
0PHF
n
(>, P) ?GPHF
n
(>d
T2
„3, P d
T2
„3, P d
T2
Po)P„or(HFn~1(>, P), G)P0
where G is an abelian group.
Proof. Let C
*
(„3, Po)?G be C*(>0, P0). We obtain the result by Theorem 2.5. K
We want to make some closing remarks on the KuK nneth formula. (1) The cup-product
structure in Floer homology (as a map from HF
*
(>, P)? HF
*
(>, P) to HF
*
(>, P)) is very
interesting for a variety of reasons. The KuK nneth formula gives the homology cross product
HF
*
(>, P)?HF
*
(>, P)PHF
*
(>d
T2
>, P d
T2
P), a &&diagonal map’’ (HF
*
(>d
T2
>, P d
T2
P)
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PHF
*
(>, P)) for the SO(3) Floer homology seems more di$cult to realize geometrically
(in terms of instantons). The lack of understanding of the &&diagonal map’’makes it harder to
de"ne a cup product is usual homology sense. (2) One can easily give the KuK nneth formula
for the SO (3) Floer cohomology based upon the facts in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 as follows:
0P a
i‘j,n (.0$4)
HFi (>
0
, P
0
)?HFj(>
1
, P
1
)PHFn (>, P)
P a
i‘j,n‘1 (.0$4)
„or(HFi(>
0
, P
0
), HFj (>
1
, P
1
))P0,
for n3Z
4
.
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